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Molecular organogels are thermo reversible quasi-solid materials, which are 

formed by low molecular weight organogelators (LMOGs) undergoing supramolecular 

aggregation via non-covalent interactions, forming a three-dimensional fibrillar network. 

Numerous applications of molecular organogels are been investigated as edible oils, drug 

release matrices and personal care products.   

The chemistry of the organic phase (i.e., solvent) influences every level of 

structure in organogels. Different solvents induce LMOG to assemble into “crystal like” 

fibers, which have more than one crystal form, lamellar arrangement and domain size. 

Differences in these solid states are known to affect the macroscopic properties of the gel, 

including critical gelator concentration (CGC), melting point, melting enthalpy and 

opacity.12-hydroxystearic acid (12HSA) was examined in several classes of organic 

solvents with different function groups. These gels, sols or precipitates were analyzed 
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using a series of techniques including: powder x-ray diffraction (XRD), differential 

scanning calorimetry (DSC), fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR), pulsed 

nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (pNMR) and microscopy. 

Specifically, certain solvents caused 12HSA to self-assemble into a triclinic 

parallel polymorphic form with subcell spacing of ~4.6, 3.9, and 3.8 Å and an 

interdigitated unit cell with a lamellar arrangement (38~44 Å). This polymorphic form 

corresponded to a less effective sphereultic supramolecular crystalline network, which 

immobilizes solvents at CGC greater than 1.5 wt %. The other group of solvents induce a 

hexagonal subcell spacing (i.e., unit sub cell spacing ~4.1 Å) and are arranged in a multi 

lamellar fashion with a unit cell greater than the bimolecular length of 12HSA (~54 

Å).This polymorphic form corresponds to fibrillar aggregates with a CGC less than 1 

wt %. 
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1.0 Introduction 

Lipids are differentiated from other macronutrients based on their solubility in 

organic solvents and insolubility in water. More specifically, lipids contain one, two, or 

three fatty acids esterified to glycerol [1]. Lipids are typically sub-categorized as either 

saturated or unsaturated fatty acids [1]. Saturated fats are triglycerides containing only 

fully saturated carbon atoms (i.e., there are no double bonds present on the fatty acids). 

Conversely, unsaturated fats are lipids that have one or more double bonds between their 

carbon atoms.  Unsaturated fats are further classified as either cis or trans unsaturated.  

The cis isomer is commonly present in nature; while trans fats, are typically formed 

during food processing and biohydrogentation in rumen animals [2], [3].  

 In food manufacturing, both saturated and unsaturated fats are commonly used 

for many reasons [4]. Saturated and unsaturated fats are able to provide important 

structural elements to lipid based food product; saturated fats typically provide the elastic 

properties while unsaturated oils provide the viscous properties [5], [6], [7]. They also 

improve the texture, appearance, lubricity, mouth feel and flavor of food product, 

contributing to their palatability [8]. Although the structures and flavor are desirable, 

saturated fats and trans fats, a subcategory of unsaturated fats, have been shown to have 

deleterious influence on human health [9]. 

During digestion, approximately 95 % of the fat in food is digested and absorbed 

[10]. Further, saturated fats have been shown to raise total cholesterol and low-density 

lipoprotein (LDL) cholesterol levels, which are risk factor for cardiovascular disease [11]. 

Trans fats not only increase unhealthy LDL cholesterol but also lower healthy high-

density lipoprotein (HDL) cholesterol [3], [12], [13], [14], [15]. In general, consumers 
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should reduce their consumption of saturated and trans unsaturated fats; however, their 

physical elastic properties cannot be replaced and hence are difficult to eliminate from 

numerous manufactured foods. Therefore, it is critical to find alternatives to hardstock 

fats (i.e., saturated and trans unsaturated fats).  

One possible strategy is to replace hardstock fats using unsaturated oils and to 

provide the elastic component with a molecular gel. Molecular gels are formed using low 

molecular weight organogelators (LMOGs) dispersed in an organic phase such as 

vegetable oil [16], [17]. Pernetti et al., have proposed structuring edible oils with LMOGs 

to reduce saturated fats, using single and/or mixed gels [18]. Organogels formed using 

LMOGs have also attracted considerable attention in the pharmaceutical and 

petrochemical fields [19], [20]. For instance, organogels with glyceryl fatty acid ester 

gelators have been shown to enhance dermal permeation during topical drug delivery [21]. 

Although molecular gels have been widely study, the effect of solvent on self-

assembly of LMOGs into self-assembled fibrillar networks (SAFiNs) has been 

overlooked. Gelation using LMOGs results in the formation of a three-dimensional 

network structured via non-covalent intermolecular interactions [22]. The “crystal-like” 

properties of SAFiNs have been shown to exist in more than one crystal polymorphic 

form depending on the solvent characteristics.  The lamellar arrangement as well as the 

domain size vary as a function of solubility parameters [23], [24]. Different solid states 

are known to affect the macroscopic properties including: critical gelation concentration, 

melting point, melting enthalpy and opacity of the gel [25]. Those physical properties are 

essential if organogels are to be used as alternative for hardstock fat. 
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12-Hydroxystearic acid (12HSA) is an extremely effective simple organogelator 

derived from hydrogenated castor seed oil which has the ability to gel a variety of organic 

solvents [26], [27]. Although it is not currently food grade it provides an ideal system to 

study the effect of solvents due to its fatty acid properties [27]. To better understand the 

impact of solvent on the assembly of 12HSA we will examine the effect of different 

organic solvents with varied function groups and aliphatic chain lengths to study the 

nanostructure and microstructure of the molecular gels. 
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2.0 Literature Review 

2.1 Organogels 

Organogels are distinguished from hydrogels based on their liquid phase. Before 

broadly discussing the formation mechanism of organogels, we need first to define a gel. 

The scientific term was first presented in literature by Thomas Graham in 1861and he 

relied on a macroscopic observation of silica acid gels and postulated that the aggregation 

form is a colloidal condition of matter [28]. 65 years later, a prophetic statement “[....] the 

colloid condition, the gel, is easier to recognize than to define” was proposed by Dr. 

Dorothy Jordan Lloyd [29].After that, various definitions evolved. Hermans defined a gel 

by connecting macroscopic and microscopic properties together suggesting that the 

coherent colloid dispersed system must contain at least two components and exhibit solid 

like mechanical properties; and both the dispersed (gelator) phase and dispersion medium 

extend continuously throughout the system [30]. Most recently, Weiss and Terech 

provided the most elaborate and comprehensive definition, which is a gel must contain 

two features: 1) a continuous microscopic structure with macroscopic dimensions that is 

permanent on the time scale of an analytical experiment; and, 2) is solid-like in its 

rheological behavior, despite being comprised mostly of liquid [31].  

Organogels are subdivided into two categories based on the mechanism of 

gelation including: chemical polymerization and physical self-assembly [32], [33]. In 

chemical polymerization, polymer chains, with various reactive sites, are covalently 

linked forming a 3D network in the presence of cross-linker, leading to the formation of a 

thermally irreversible network [32], [34]. Physical self-assembly relies on LMOG to 

assemble via non-covalent interactions thereby immobilizing the organic solvent within 
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the network of fibers, rods, liquid crystals, micelles or ribbons[35]. The self-assembled 

networks creates a 3D network immobilizing organic solvent by weak inter-chain 

interactions such as hydrogen bonding [33], [36], [37], [38], van der Waals interactions 

[39] and π-π stacking [40]. Hence, physical gels are thermally reversible and exhibits a 

‘gel-like’ rheological property [31]. 

Two factors affect the gelation process in LMOGs; the first is the molecular 

structures of organogelator [41] and the second is the properties of solvent [33]. In 

molecular gels, the LMOG undergoes spontaneous formation into a SAFiN and the fibers 

are entangled with each other, resulting in a 3D network [42]. LMOGs can be as simple 

as n-alkenes [43] relying solely on London dispersion forces/van der Waals interactions 

[24]. As the molecular complexity increases so does the molecular interactions which 

stabilize in SAFiNs. As an example, if a n-alkane is has a methyl group replaced with a 

carboxylic acid moiety it provides additional intermolecular interactions (such as 

hydrogen bond) for network formation [24]. Furthermore, the properties of the medium 

such as solubility and LMOG-solvent interactions alter the gelation process [33], [41]. 

The solubility of the LMOG in certain solvents depends on the polarity of the solvent 

which is effected by the function groups present, which in turn effects the critical gelator 

concentration (CGC) [33]. Gelators that have high solubility will lead to strong gelator-

solvent interactions promoting dissolution [44]. Conversely, LMOGs that have a low 

solubility have weak gelator-solvent interactions and as such gelator-gelator interactions 

are favored potentially leading to gelation. 
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2.2 Molecular Gels  

In molecular gels, LMOGs self-assemble into supramolecular aggregates forming 

a SAFiN at low concentrations (< 2 wt%) when a solution or sol is cooled [31]. Gel 

formation occurs via a multi-step process. First, the gelator must be dissolved in an 

organic solvent by elevating the temperature resulting in a sol [31]. Upon cooling below 

the gelators characteristic gelation temperature (Tgel), the solution becomes super-

saturated causing microscopic phases separation rather than the macroscopic separation 

typically occurring in 3D crystallization processes [31]. Instead, gelator molecules self-

assemble in stochastic nucleation events which have highly specific interactions allowing 

preferential 1D growth [31]. One-dimensional crystal growth promotes the formation of 

fibers, rods, liquid crystals, micelles or ribbons which have  large aspect ratios [23].  

 

 

Figure 2-1: Schematic representation of the formation of a 3D SAFiN formation 
beginning from the sol [44]. 
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2.3 SAFiN Gelation 

Self-assembly of LMOGs is a balance between solubility and aggregate in 

solvents [44]. SAFiNs occur when the gelator molecules perform supramolecular 

aggregation via weak non-covalent inter-molecular interactions, including hydrogen 

bonding [33], [36], [37], [38], van der Waals forces [39] and π-π stacking [40]. Upon 

cooling from a sol three possible scenarios occur: 1) the gelator molecules form highly 

ordered 3D crystals which precipitate out of solution[44], 2) the gelator molecules can 

precipitate due to random amorphous aggregation[44], and 3) the gelator molecules self-

assemble with highly specific interactions promoting 1D growth [31]. These 1D 

aggregates interact with one-and-other to form a 3D fibrillar network described as 

‘crystal-like’ [22].  

 

Figure 2-2: Schematic representation of aggregation modes [44]. 
 
2.3.1 Structure Levels of SAFiN Gelation 

SAFiNs have multiple levels of structure ranging from the nanoscale to the 

macroscopic scale [45]. The primary structure is the structure from the angstrom to 
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nanometer scale and is often referred to as the polymorphic form and domain structure 

[44]. LMOGs interact via non-covalent bonds, leading to the formation of arrays and 

lamellar structures which serve as platforms for the following formation of rods, tubes or 

sheets (primary structure) [44]. Commonly, hydrogen bonding drives the formation of the 

primary structure [33],[36],[37],[38],[44]. For instance, 12HSA forms molecular gels via 

the dimerization of carboxylic acid head groups and then form a secondary hydroxyl 

hydrogen bond from the alcohol groups on the fatty acid backbone.  

The secondary structure is the 3D network of the rods, tubes or sheets [32].  

The tertiary structure occurs from the micro- to macro- scale and involves 3D 

supramolecular arrangement [44]. For instance, short, rigid fibers are less effective than 

long, flexible fibers at immobilizing solvent [45]. This level of structure determines the 

macroscopic properties of the material such as hardness and elasticity [45]. 

2.3.2 Crystallographic Mismatch Branching Theory 

 It is generally confirmed that SAFiNs are a result of a nucleation-growth-

mismatch process that consists of primary nucleation and subsequent growth and 

branching of fibers [31]. Crystallographic mismatch branching (CMB) theory explains 

that branching occurs at the tip or side faces of growing fibers. Similar to crystal 

nucleation and growth, the kinetics of CMB depend on the degree of supersaturation at 

the surface of the growing crystal [38]. At low degrees of supersaturation, the 

crystallographic mismatch nucleation barrier (ΔG*) is high, favoring fiber growth 

without branching (Figure 2-3 a) [46], [47]. As the degree of supersaturation increases, 

the ΔG* will decrease, and interfacial structural mismatches cause molecules to adhere to 
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the growing interfacing without optimal orientation leading to a branch point at the 

surface of the parent crystal (Figure 2-3 b) [37], [46], [47].  

 

Figure 2-3: Schematic representation of CMB theory: (a) the formation of elongated 
fibers due to a perfect structural match (b) crystallographic mismatch at the surface 
of fiber [38]. 
 
 

Recent work by Liu et al., has used CMB theory to model fiber branching in 

molecule gels (Figure 2-4) [46], [48]. Crystal growth commences from the surface of the 

nucleation sites.  If it is under low-supersaturation conditions, crystal growth with fewer-

branched fibers occurs. Those fibers entangle forming an interconnected fibrillar network 

[46], [48]. Under degrees of high-supersaturation, SAFiN growth is disrupted by 

mismatches and forms highly branched fibers that are usually short and thin resulting in a 

space-filling network structure (i.e., a spherulitic network) [46].  
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Figure 2-4: Two growth models for the formation of SAFiNs. (1) Under low degree 
of supersaturation and  (2) under high degree of supersaturation [46].  
 
 
2.3.3 Junction Zones  

 In SAFiNs there are two types of junctions zones -- transient and permanent 

[36][49][45][46]. Transient junctions are entangled fibers that exhibit very little elasticity 

over long ranges[36]. Permanent junction zones occur as a result CMBs at the surface of 

the crystal [45], which is controlled by super saturation[46].  

 

Figure 2-5: Schematic representation of the types of junction zones in SAFiNs [45].  
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2.4   Applications of Organogels 

Numerous practical applications of organogels are being investigated by 

researchers including: crystalline fat alternatives in processed foods [18], drug delivery 

mediums for topical and oral pharmaceuticals [20], [42], and personal care products (i.e., 

shampoo, conditioner, soap, toothpaste, etc.) [50]. As reported, interest in organogels has 

rapidly grown in past decade [18], [20], [31], [51]. In food industry, hardstock fats may 

be replaced with vegetable oil based organogels [18]. Originally, the food industry was 

interested in 12HSA molecular gels to thicken peanut butter [52]. In pharma, organogels 

are being investigated as drug and vaccine delivery vesicles [19]. One of the advantages 

of organogels is that they have been shown to enhance permeation during topical drug 

delivery. For instance, sorbitan-based organogels, prepared by dissolving 20% sorbitan 

monostearate (SMS) in liquid surfactants (e.g., polysorbate 20 or 80), were tested and 

well-tolerated by volunteers [21]. Another example of an investigated drug delivery 

organogel is of piroxicam from an organogel composed of glyceryl fatty acid ester 

(GFAE) gelators in pharmaceutical oils [53]. The in-vivo skin penetration test showed 

superior uptake for the GFAE gelators compared to traditional formulations [54].  

 

2.5   12-Hydroxystearic Acid 

2.5.1  12HSA Lamellar Crystal Structure 

 12HSA has two functional groups: the carboxylic acid head group and hydroxyl 

group at position 12 [55]. The polar carboxylic acid head groups served as a hydrogen 

donor and acceptor forming a cyclic dimer in the lamellar structure [44], [56]. The 

secondary hydroxyl groups at position 12 forms hydroxyl hydrogen bonds with 
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neighboring molecules [23], [56]. After that, the hydrogen bond sequences occurs along 

the a axis (Figure 2-6) when 12HSA molecules stack to form the lamellar structure, 

which is the foundation for building primary structure of SAFiNs [49].  

 

Figure 2-6: Crystal structure of 12HSA showing the hydrogen bond arrays [55].  
 

Figure 2-6 shows the crystal structure of a 12HSA. Molecules stack to form a 

lamellar structure with the hydroxyl groups at position 12 forming a hydrogen bond 

sequence along the a-axis [55]. The distance between 12 hydroxyl groups is 2.87 Å and 

the angle at the C12-O3--O3 is 117 ° [55]. The twist pattern in 12HSA molecules is due 

to the hydrocarbon chains adopting an approximate all-trans configuration [55]. The 

angle of the fatty acid back-bone from C4-C5-C6-C7 and C15-C16-C17-C18 is 180°, 

while C10-C11-C12-C13 has a bond angle of 173° [55]. Dimers form between two 

carboxylic acid head groups and the distance between adjacent O2--O3 atoms is 2.62 Å 

[55].  

2.5.2  Thermal Properties and Phase Behavior 

The melting point of 12HSA is ~76  oC and a melting enthalpy of 182 kJ/kg [57]. 

The thermal properties of 12HSA in canola oil organogels illustrate that as the gelator 
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concentration increases, the melting enthalpy and the onset melting temperature increase, 

which is an indication of the amount of crystalline mass and crystal perfection in the gel 

[17]. The temperature in which crystallization occurs at also affects the melting enthalpy 

of 12HSA/canola oil gels. Rogers et al., [49] reported that as crystallization temperature 

increases, the melting enthalpy decreases, which may be due to a lower amount of 

crystalline material formed at high crystallization temperatures. This was later confirmed 

using both pulse-NMR and DSC measurements [49].  

 12HSA-canola oil organogels change as a function of time and storage 

temperature [58]. At high temperature, prolonged storage time results in a decrease in the 

melting enthalpy, which is an indication of less crystalline mass/order [59].  At low 

temperatures, the melting enthalpy continues to increase along with the storage time, 

which can be attributed to increased non-covalent interactions between fibers. Those 

interactions affect the total melting enthalpy without changing the crystalline mass [59]. 

Besides influencing the amount of crystalline material, the crystallization temperature 

also affects the crystalline packing of the 12HSA molecules within the gel [17]. The 

entropy of the gel, stored at high temperatures, remains constant but the entropy at low 

temperatures decreases in time [59].  

2.6 Hansen Solubility Parameters 

To better understand SAFiN formation, many attempts to correlate solvent 

parameters with gelation ability have been made [60], [61]. Hanabusa and Matsumoto 

first related gelation ability to a three component solubility parameter for various solvents 

and found that gelation abilities for cyclo(dipeptide)s are closely related to the polar 

component of the solubility parameters [62]. Several years later, Hirst and Smith tried to 
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use Kamlet-Taft hydrogen bonding parameters to predict the mesoscopic scale effects on 

gelation formation [63]. They observed solvents that possessed a low polar solubility 

parameter resulted in optically transparent, thermo reversible gels and as the polar 

solubility parameter increased, the gel strength weakened and eventually was no longer 

observed [63]. Before Hansen Solubility Parameters (HSP) are broadly discussed, the 

parameter should first be defined. Solubility parameters are derived from  the cohesion 

energy parameters (i.e., the energy required to convert liquid to gas) [64]. All types of 

intermolecular non-covalent bonds that hold liquid molecules together must be broken 

before evaporation may occur, thus the cohesion energy is the direct measure of the 

energy of evaporation.  

2.6.1  Hilderbrand Parameters 

 Hildebrand and Scott first defined the solubility term as the square root of the 

cohesive energy density, the heat of vaporization divided by the molar volume [65]: 

                                                        δ = ( E / V )1/2                                                            (1)     

where V is the molar volume of the pure solvent, and E is vaporization energy. HSPs are 

governed by the free energy of mixing the gelator and the solvent and free energy of 

mixing must be zero or negative so that the dissolution process occurs spontaneously [64]. 

The free energy change for a dissolution process is governed by [64]: 

                                                                                                          (2) 

where ΔGm is the Gibbs free energy change during mixing, ΔHm is the change in enthalpy 

during mixing, T is the absolute temperature and ΔSm is the entropy change during 

mixing.  

 

∆Gm = ∆Hm − T∆Sm
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 In polymer physics, it is assumed that the dissolution of the polymer is 

accompanied by a minor increase in the entropy, and the enthalpy is the deciding factor of 

the Gibbs free energy change [61]. Hildebrand and Scott derived the Hildebrand 

solubility parameter in two seminal papers to rely solely on the enthalpy [66]: 

                                        (3) 

where φ1 and φ2 are volume fraction of species 1 and 2 in the mixture. V is the volume of 

the mixture. Δ𝐸𝐸1
𝑣𝑣 and Δ𝐸𝐸2

𝑣𝑣are the energy of vaporization of species 1 and 2 in the mixture, 

V1 and V2 are the molar volume of species 1 and 2 in the mixture.  

2.6.2 Hansen Solubility Parameters 

Based on the work of Hildebrand and Scott [66], Hansen proposed an extension of 

the Hildebrand parameter method to decompose the Hildebrand parameter into three 

components: (atomic) dispersion forces, (molecular) permanent dipole–dipole forces, and 

(molecular) hydrogen bonding (electron exchange) [64].  In other words, the total energy 

of vaporization for a liquid consists of several individual parts: dispersion, polar, and 

hydrogen bonding. 

There are three major of interactions in organic materials [60], [61], [64], [67]. 

The first interaction is the dispersive interactions derived from atomic forces and 

typically are dominated by London dispersion forces and van der Waals interactions [64]. 

For the saturated aliphatic hydrocarbons, their energy of vaporization is comprised of 

only cohesive interactions (Ed) [61]. The second cohesion energy arises from the 

permanent dipole–dipole interactions (e.g., the polar cohesive energy (Ep)) [64]. Dipole-

dipole interactions are attractive forces between the positive end of one polar molecule 
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and the negative end of another [64]. For example, saturated fatty acids constitute polar 

and dispersive components, so both dispersive and polar cohesive energy must be 

considered and calculated [61]. The third major cohesive energy component is the 

hydrogen bonding parameter (Eh) [64]. The basis of this type of cohesive energy is 

attraction among molecules because of the hydrogen bonds. In this simplified approach, 

the hydrogen bonding parameter has been used to more or less collect the energies from 

interactions not included in the other two parameters [64] . 

The basic equation governing the HSPs is the sum of the individual total cohesion 

energy, E  [64]: 

                                                          E = Ed + Ep + Eh                                                (4) 

Under isothermal vaporization of the saturated liquid, the cohesive energy density is the 

energy of vaporization per cm3 which corresponds to the Hildebrand parameter. Dividing 

equation (4) by the molar volume (V) gives the square of the total (or Hildebrand) 

solubility parameter (δ) as the sum of the squares of the HSP d, p, and h components  

[64]: 

                                                      E/V = Ed/V + Ep /V+ Eh/V                                                  (5) 

                                                         δ2 = δ2
d

 + δ2
p

 + δ2
h                                                                               (6) 

Recently，Raynal and Bouteiller performed a meta-analysis, applying the HSPs 

to numerous LMOGs to evaluate gelation behavior [60]. Their meta-analysis revealed 

that the solvents which gelled had similar HSP with only a few exceptions [60]. This 

promising tool was experimentally validated and predicted the gelation ability of 12HSA 

in numerous solvents [61]. It was determined that the ability of 12HSA to assembly in 

various solvents depended on the δh and was instrumental in defining if an opaque or 
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transparent clear gel formed or if it was a precipitate.  As well, it was found that the CGC 

is linearly correlated with  δh [61].  

2.6.3 Hansen Space 

Hansen space is the location of a molecule in 3D space comprised of the 

dispersive HSP, polar HSP, and hydrogen-bonding HSP parameters [68]. In Hansen 

space, molecules in close proximity to each other are soluble [68]. The distance between 

two molecules in Hansen space have a distance which is Ra, where [68]: 

                  (Ra)2 = 4(δd2 - δd1)2 + (δp2 - δp1)2 + (δh2 - δh1)2                                   (7) 

The solvent HSPs fall in the solubility sphere indicates the bitumen is soluble; conversely 

the solvent HSPs distributed outside the solubility sphere means the bitumen is insoluble 

(Figure 2-7) [69]. Hansen space has also been mentioned by Raynal and Bouteiller [32] 

and Jie et al., [61]: If the solvent HSPs fall in the solubility sphere or in the gelation 

sphere, then this solvent is likely to dissolve or to be gelled by the LMWG.  

 

Figure 2-7: Hansen space of the selected solvents used for bitumen. The light-
colored ellipsoid with largest volume is Hansen space [69].  
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2.7   Polymorphism 

2.7.1 Polymorphism of Fatty Acids 

Numerous compounds, including fats and molecular gels have numerous 

polymorphic forms which is the ability to configure to more than one crystal form [23], 

[25], [49], [56]. Solid state polymorphic forms are known to affect the macroscopic 

properties of the material, including its melting point and rheology parameters [70]. Fatty 

acid polymorphism was first presented by Duffy where three melting points for mutton 

and beef stearine were reported [71]. It was not until 81 years later that polymorphism 

was studied using powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) [72].  

Polymorphs have different stabilities and unstable forms spontaneously change to 

more stable forms at ambient temperature (Ostwalds step rule) (Figure 2-8) [25][73]. 

Polymorphism, in fats and 12HSA, is a reflection of different molecular packings of the 

hydrocarbon chain [25]. Transformation of polymorphic forms can occur within the solid 

state or be melt-mediated. α, β’, β can all form directly from melt. The α form is the most 

unstable form among the three, thus it may transform into more stable forms including β’ 

and β. Soild state recrystallization can only occur in the direction from lower stability to 

higher.  
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Figure 2-8: Illustration of Ostwalds step rule for the dynamics of polymorphic 
crystallization and recrystallization in fats [25]. 
 

2.7.2 Subcell and Subcell Packing 

The simplest repeating unit in a crystal is the unit cell while the smallest spatial 

unit along the chain axis is the subcell (Figure 2-9). When fatty acids are analyzed using 

powder x-ray diffraction (XRD), two spacing are observed and associated with unit cell 

(long spacing or small angle spacing) and subcell (short spacing or wide angle 

spacing)[74]. 

 

Figure 2-9: Diagram depicting the unit cell (Top box) and the subcell (Bottom box) 
for 12HSA. 

 XRD measurements can not only determine the polymorphic form but can also 

measure the domain thickness (i.e., number of molecular layers in a crystal)[24]. Three 
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main chain packing arrangement(in the case of fatty acids it is the methylene groups) are 

the [25]: hexagonal (α), triclinic (β) and orthorhombic (β’) subcells (Figure 2-10). The α 

polymorphic form is characterized by a short spacing at 4.15 Å[75]; β’ has two short 

spacings at 3.8 Å and 4.2 Å[76], and β has a short spacing at 4.6 Å[75].  

 

Figure 2-10: Molecular models of geometric packing arrangements of the sub cell 
packing for the hydrocarbon chain in the fatty acid backbone [26].  

2.8   Methods of Structural Analysis for Organogels  

2.8.1 Powder X-ray Diffraction 

XRD is used to determine the organogel nanostructure using high energy light 

[77].X-rays are diffracted at specific angels caused by zones of constructive and 

deconstructive interference. This pattern of constructive and deconstructive interference 

provides information on the spacings between layers and rows of atoms; the orientation 

of fibers in SAFiNs and the size and shape of the crystalline region [77]. 

Diffraction patterns are described using Bragg’s law where the distance between 

two waves is x, or 2dsinθ, d is spacing between layers and θ is scattering angle [78]. 
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When the path difference is equal to an integral number of wavelengths, constructive 

interference will occur and leads to Bragg’s law: 

                                                            nλ =  2d sinθ                                                        (8) 

where n is an integer of the higher order reflections and λ is the wavelength.  

 

Figure 2-11: Geometry of the refection of x-rays from crystal planes used in the 
derivation of Bragg’s law [25]. 
 

2.8.2 Differential Scanning Calorimetry  

Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) is a thermal technique that measures the 

temperature and heat flow associated with transitions in materials as a function of cooling 

rate [79]. These measurements provide information about physiochemical changes that 

involve endothermic or exothermic processes [79]. When the sample undergoes a phase 

transitions, more or less heat is needed to maintain both sample and reference pans at the 

same temperature, which leads to a differential temperature (ΔT) [73]. By observing the 

difference in heat flow between the sample and reference, DSC measures the amount of 

heat absorbed or released during phase transitions [73].  
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2.8.3 Pulsed Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy  

 Determination of the solid (often used for fats) content (SFC) using pulsed 

nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy (p-NMR) is more accurate than DSC. pNMR 

determines the rate of magnetism (alignment to the permanent magnate)of hydrogen 

nuclei. Free Induction Decay (FID) or nuclear relaxation differentiates solid phase 

relaxations from liquid relaxations [80].  When more than one component (i.e., a solid or 

gel and a liquid) is present, the magnetization decay corresponding to each component 

relaxes at  different rates (Figure 2-12) [73]. There is a sharp magnetization decay 

initially at~10 μs, which corresponds to the solids [73]. The sharp initial decay is 

followed by a second slower decay which corresponds to the liquid component [73].   

TA is the decay time which describes the exponential decay corresponding to the 

transverse magnetization return to equilibrium [81]. TA relaxations, below 70 μs, are 

proportional to the perfection of the crystalline phase [82].  

 

Figure 2-12: Magnetization decay of a sample used to determination the solid 
content by p-NMR [25]. 
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2.8.4 Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy 

 Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) utilizes the vibrational and 

rotational energies of different functional groups to identify the structural and chemical 

state of functional groups[83]. Of particular interest is the hydroxyl (O-H) and carboxylic 

acid (COOH) stretching frequencies that fall in the range of 3600-3200 cm-1 and 1700cm-

1,the C-H stretching occurs between 3300 to 2800 cm–1[83]. The chemical environment 

has a large effect on the energy associated with the different functional groups.  For 

example, hydrogen bonding has a significant influence on the peak shape and intensity, 

usually causing peak broadening and shifts to lower frequencies as it forms non-covalent 

intermolecular bonds [24]. 
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2.9   Objectives 

 
 Although numerous studies have been conducted on organogels and a general 

understanding of how these molecular assemble; many critical questions remain 

unanswered. Herein, the objectives of this research are: 

 

1) To examine 12HSA in numerous solvents which have different functional groups 

and aliphatic chain lengths to study the solvent effects on the nanostructure and 

microstructure of the molecular gels. 

 

2) To study the nanostructure and microstructure of the gels in different solvents 

with concentrations varying between 0.2 to 2.5 wt%.  
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3.1 Abstract 

12-hydroxystearic acid (12HSA) molecular gels have been reported to form self-

assembled fibrillar network (SAFiNs) in organic solvents.  For the first time, different 

polymorphic forms for 12HSA molecular gels have been reported.  12HSA, in alkanes 

and thiols, have a hexagonal sub cell spacing (~4.1 Å) and are arranged in a multi-

lamellar fashion with a distance greater than the bi-molecular length of 12HSA (~54 Å).  

This polymorphic form corresponded to SAFiN with CGC less than 1 wt%.  12HSA, in 

nitriles, aldehydes and ketones, have a triclinic parallel sub cell (~ 4.6, 3.9, and 3.8 Å) 

and interdigitation of the lamellar structure (38 to 44 Å).  This polymorphic form 

corresponds to a less effective sphereultic supramolecular crystalline network, which 

immobilizes solvents at CGC greater than 1.5 wt%. 
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3.2 Introduction 

Molecular organogels are thermally reversible, quasi-solid materials comprised of 

an organic liquid (usually ≥ 95 %) and a gelator molecule that self -assemble via physical 

interactions, including hydrogen-bonding,[1-4] π-π stacking,[5] dipole-dipole,[6, 7] and 

London dispersion forces,[8] into a 3-dimensional network.[9-11] Although the physical 

interactions between gelator molecules are central in understanding gelation, the solvent-

gelator specific (i.e., H-bonding) and nonspecific (dipole-dipole, dipole-induced and 

instantaneous dipole induced forces) intermolecular interactions are equally 

important.[12, 13] The process of self-assembly, in molecular gels, is an intricate process 

that must balance the solubility and those intermolecular forces that control epitaxial 

growth into axially symmetric elongated aggregates.[10, 13-16] During assembly, 

individual molecules are driven to assemble by molecular self-recognition and 

intermolecular non-covalent interactions into oligomers and subsequently, these 

oligomers assemble into fibrillar aggregates immobilizing the solvent via capillary 

forces.[17, 18]  

Herein, we present an investigation of the first polymorphic transformation, for a 

molecular gel, induced by modifying the solvent with 12HSA as the gelator.  In 

molecular gels, polymorphic transitions have only been noted in (R)-18-(n-

alkylamino)octadecan-7-ols in CCL4 which undergoes a gel-gel polymorphic transition 

during heating.[9] Several other transitions have been reported in molecular gels however 

differences lie at the supramolecular level of structure induced by crystallographic 

mismatches and not different polymorphic forms.[2, 3, 12, 15, 19-22] 
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12HSA, a structurally simple, highly effective low molecular weight gelator 

(LMOG), has been studied extensively for gelation kinetics[2, 23-25] and supramolecular 

structure formation,[3, 19, 20, 26-28] as well as to monitor surface properties,[29] solvent 

polarity,[15, 30] the influence of minor components,[31] and effects of chemical 

structure.[30, 32-36]  Zhu and Dordick have eloquently articulated that the heterogeneous 

nature of organogels consists of critical interactions between the solvent and gelator, and 

it is those interactions that govern the physical behavior and gelation process.[12] 

Molecular assembly begins, in LMOGs, once a critical concentration is reached, below 

which the gelator is soluble and exists as monomers in solution.[12] Once the critical 

concentration is reached, the gelation process begins leading to a decrease of gelator in 

the solution phase.[12] Further addition of gelator molecules causes the solvent to be 

immobilized but does not effect the soluble concentration of the gelator.[12] Since 

gelator solubility is strongly dependent on the nature of the solvent, most studies stop at 

correlating critical gelator concentration (CGC) to solubility parameters. [12, 13]  

Typically, studies that examine the effect of solvent often focus on solubility parameters 

because excellent correlations between solubility and CGC exist and nuisances in 

molecular assembly affecting the CGC remain relatively unknown.  In this current work, 

we examine 12HSA in several solvents to study the nanostructure and microstructure of 

the molecular gels.  

3.3 Method 

Solvent selection criteria were maintained as simply as possible with the aliphatic 

chain being linear, saturated, the functional group located in the primary position and the 

solvent must be in a liquid state between 10 and 30 oC.  The only exceptions to these 
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selection criteria were the ketones where the functional group was located in the exact 

middle of the molecule. Apolar solvents included the aliphatics, polar solvents were 

subdivided into three categories: aldehydes, ketones, and nitriles; as well, the solvents 

capable of hydrogen bonding and forming a molecular gel were only the thiols.  A 

complete list of the employed solvents and their solubility parameters may be found in 

Gao et al.[13] All solvents and R-12-hydroxystearic acid (12HSA) were obtained from 

Sigma-Aldrich (Cherry Hill, NJ, USA) with purity greater than 0.95%. 

The supramolecular structure was imaged using a Linkham imaging station 

(Linkham, Surrey, England) equipped with a Q imagining 2560 x 1920 pixel CCD 

camera (Micropublisher, Surrey, Canada) and a 10 X Olympus lens (0.25 N.A.) 

(Olympus, Tokyo, Japan). Samples were placed on a glass slide with a cover slip on top 

of the sample.  The slide was transferred into a peltier temperature control stage (LTS120, 

Linkham, Surrey, England) and heated to 80 oC and was slowly cooled (2 oC/min to 20 

oC) to observe supramolecular network formation.   

The x-ray diffraction (XRD) or wide-angle x-ray scattering (WAXS) patterns of 

several samples containing 12HSA gel in different solvents were obtained by use of a 

Bruker HiStar area detector and an Enraf-Nonius FR571 rotating anode x-ray generator 

equipped with Rigaku Osmic mirror optic system (~0.06 deg 2q nominal dispersion for 

Cu Ka; l = 1.5418 Å) operating at 40 kV and 40 mA.  All of the data were collected at 

room temperature over a period of about 300 sec.  The sample to detector distance was 

10.0 cm and the standard spatial calibration was performed at that distance.  Scans were 4 

degrees wide in omega (w) with fixed detector, or Bragg, angle (2q) of 0 deg, and fixed 
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platform (f and c) angles of 0 and 45 deg, respectively.  In all cases, the count rate for the 

area detector did not exceed 100,000 cps.   

The carbonyl (~1700 cm-1) and hydroxyl (~3200 cm-1) signals were measured 

using a Thermo Nicolet FT-IR and an Attenuated total refraction (ATR) prism (Thermo 

Fisher Scientific, MA, USA). 256 scans were collected at a resolution of 4 cm-1.  

3.4 Discussion 

Recent work found the CGC of 12HSA is strongly influenced by solvent 

parameters varying between 0.2 wt% to nearly 3.0 wt% (Table 1).[13] Solvent 

parameters influence the supramolecular structure of gelators, where the interaction 

between the solvent and gelator induce changes in the thickness, the number of junction 

zones and the sense of helical twist.[12, 18]  For symmetrical trehalose diesters, a class of 

super gelators, the gelation number varies between 12000 and 100 depending on the 

solvent.[12] In this work, Zhu and Dordick illustrate that the fiber thickness and 

morphology influences the gelation number, which correlates to the CGC. [12] In the 

solvents selected for this study with 12HSA as the molecular gelator, not only did the 

CGC vary but also the melting temperature of the molecular gels from 65 oC to 32 oC 

(Table 1).  The melting temperatures were determined from the peak of the differential 

scanning calorimetry thermograms (Supplemental Figures 3-1~3-3).  Melting 

temperatures could not be obtained for all samples because several solvents were too 

volatile. Previously, it has been established that the melting temperature of the molecular 

gel is dependent on the supramolecular structure of the fibers, where thinner fibers melt 

at lower temperatures than thicker fibers, in other words, as the crystalline perfection 
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increases so does the melting point.[28, 30]  However, these changes in melting points 

are relatively minor compared to the changes we observed in this study.       

 

Table 1: Critical gelator concentrations from reference [13] and peak melting 
temperatures determined in triplicate using differential scanning calorimetry. 
 

Solvent 
CGC 
(wt%) 

Melting 
Temperature 
(oC) 

Hexane 0.4 61.9±0.01 
Heptane 0.3 62.5±0.1 
Octane 0.3 61.6±0.5 
Nonane 0.25 60.5±0.9 
Decane 0.2 63.9±0.1 
Tetradecane 0.2 64.8±0.35 
1-Pentanethiol 0.5 NA 
1-Hexanethiol 0.45 45.7±0.01 
1-Heptanethiol 0.45 49.1±0.03 
1-Octanethiol 0.4 50.8±0.04 
1-Decanethiol 0.3 51.9±0.06 
Butylnitrile 2.1 64.2±0.3 
Hexanenitrile 1.9 65.5±1.2 
Heptylnitrile 1.5 58.4±1.0 
Nonanenitrile 0.9 NA 
Butylaldehyde 2.8 NA 
dodecylaldehyde 1.4 41.2±0.57 
4-Heptone 2 NA 
5-nonanone 2.1 32.8±0.8 
6-undecanone 1.6 45.6±1.5 

 

On a supramolecular level, the fibrillar structure of 12HSA molecular gels varies 

depending on the solvent (Figure 3-1~3-3).  For 12HSA molecular gels in alkanes (Figure 

3-1 A, B) the aspect ratio of the nanofibers is very large.  The large aspect ratio and thin 

fiber morphology results in a high surface area and which in turn allows for very low 

CGC and high gelation numbers.  As the alkane chain length increases, the CGC 
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decreases and the fibers length increases (Figure 3-1).   In select thiols, capable of 

forming weak hydrogen bonds, the cohesive energy density increases (varying between 

17 to 18 MPa1/2) compared to alkanes (varying between 15 and 16 MPa1/2) due to the 

weak hydrogen bonding and polar component.[13, 37]  The supramolecular structure is 

affected by the change in solubility parameters to produce shorter fibers, which are 

thinner than in the alkanes (Figure 3-2 A, B).  Although there is a drastic change in the 

supramolecular structure, the overall fiber morphology is still very effective at entraining 

the solvent forming a molecular gel at low CGCs (Table 1).   In polar solvents (nitriles 

(Figure 3-3 A, B); aldehydes (Figure 3-3 C, D); ketones (Figure 3-3 E, F) the 

supramolecular structure varies greatly compared to the alkanes and nitriles.  The 

cohesive energy density is higher in nitriles (17 to 25 MPa1/2), aldehydes (17 to 18 

MPa1/2), and ketones (18 to 20 MPa1/2) compared to the alkanes and thiols.  The 

supramolecular structure varies significantly in the different classes of polar solvents 

(Figure 3-3).  Although all of the solvents still form molecular gels, the CGC is 

considerably higher, ranging between 0.9 and 2.8 wt% and the opacity of the gels 

increases.  The supramolecular structure also changes from high aspect ratio fibers to 

spherultic-like aggregates.  In acetonitrile (Figure 3-3 A) radial growth from central 

nuclei occurs until adjacent crystals impede their growth.  As the chain length of the 

nitriles increases, the supramolecular crystal structure varies become thinner lowering the 

CGC (Figure 3-3 B).   12HSA molecular gels in aldehydes (Figure 3-3 C, D) and ketones 

(Figure 3-3 E, F) have the highest CGC and opacity.[13] The supramolecular crystalline 

structure does not effectively entrain the solvent due to the colloidal crystal structure.  

Although there are some fiber-like structures the supramolecular network does not 
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resemble what is observed in neither alkanes (Figure 3-1) nor thiols (Figure 3-2).  At first, 

it was assumed that the solvent parameters varied the supramolecular structures, however, 

this did not explain the differences in the melting temperatures.  This compelled us to 

examine the possibility that there may be differences at the nano level of structure; 

meaning different polymorphic forms may exist within molecular gels of 12HSA.   

 

Figure 3-1: Brightfield microscope images of molecular gels of 2 wt% 12-
hydroxystearic acid in hexane (A) and dodecane (B).  Width of micrograph is 120 
 µm. 
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Figure 3-2: Brightfield microscope images of molecular gels of 2 wt% 12-
hydroxystearic acid in pentanethiol (A) and decanethiol (B). Width of micrograph is 
120  µm. 

 

Figure 3-3: Brightfield microscope images of molecular gels of 2 wt% 12-
hydroxystearic acid in acetonitrile (A) and octanenitrile (B), butylaldehyde (C), 
decanal (D), heptone (E), and undecanone (F). Width of micrograph is 120  µm. 
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With drastic differences in the microstructure, the nanostructure was probed to 

study if there was a correlation with the crystal morphology. X-ray diffraction (XRD) 

was used to measure the wide- and short-angle spacings of the molecular gels.  The X-ray 

diffractrograms for all alkanes had very similar diffraction patterns with a short-angle 

spacing of 53.5 Å and a hlk higher order reflection at 15.2 Å (Figure 3-4 A).  The 

presence of the higher order reflection indicates a muti-lamellar crystal configuration.  

The lamellar thickness of 12HSA should correlate to approximately twice the extended 

molecular length of 12HSA (~46 Å).[30] In alkanes it appears that a swollen lamellar 

network is present which has been previously reported.[26] The wide-angle spacing at 4.3 

Å corresponds to hexagonal (~4.1 Å) sub-cell spacings (Figure 3-4 B).[38, 39]  

Observing the FT-IR spectrogram, the peak corresponding to the carboxyl acid 

dimerization at 1690 cm-1 was observed which is typical for hydroxystearic acid 

molecular gels (Figure 3-5 A).[2, 40, 41] The peak corresponding to the hydroxyl 

hydrogen bonding, appearing as a broad peak at 3200 cm-1 indicates that the hydroxyl 

groups at position 12 are involved in hydrogen bonds (Figure 3-5 B). 

 

Figure 3-4: Vertically offset wide-angle (A) and short-angle sub cell spacings (B) for 
2 wt% 12HSA in aliphatic solvents.  The diffractrograms from bottom to the top are 
hexane, heptane, octane, nonane, decane, dodecane, tetradecane. 
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Figure 3-5: Vertically offset FT-IR spectra focusing on the carboxylic acid region (A) 
and hydroxyl region (B), using the air as the background. The diffractrograms from 
bottom to the top are hexane, heptane, octane, nonane, decane, dodecane, 
tetradecane. 

Although the network structure was finer in molecular gels containing thiols than 

was observed in alkanes, the entrainment of the solvent by the fibrillar network was 

similar (Figure 3-1 and 3-2).  In selected thiols, similar short-angle spacings (Figure 3-6 

A) and wide-angle spacings (Figure 3-6 B) are observed indicating a hexagonal spacing 

with a multi-lamellar crystal lattice equal to an extended bi-molecular length. The FT-IR 

spectrograms indicate a cyclic dimmer between the carboxylic acid head groups  (Figure 

3-7 A) and the broad weak peak at 3200 cm-1 indicates that there is an absence of free 

hydroxyl groups (Figure 3-7 B).  
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 Figure 3-6: Vertically offset wide-angle (A) and short-angle sub cell spacings (B) for 
2 wt% 12HSA in thiol based solvents. The diffractrograms from bottom to the top 
are hexanethiol, hexanethiol, and decanethiol. 
 

 

 Figure 3-7: Vertically offset FT-IR spectra focusing on the carboxylic acid region (A) 
and hydroxyl region (B), using the air as the background. The diffractrograms from 
bottom to the top are hexanethiol, hexanethiol, and decanethiol. 

In polar solvents, including nitriles, aldehydes and ketones (Figure 3-3) the CGC 

(CGC> 1.5 wt%) drastically increased compared to the thiols and alkanes (CGC <1.0 

wt%) (Table 1).   This corresponds to changes in the supramolecular structures observed 

in the aforementioned solvents (Figure 3-1~3-3).   In polar solvents (which have higher 

cohesive energy densities) the fibrillar crystal morphology is replaced with a spherultic-
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like structure that is less effective at entraining solvents. On a nanoscale level, 

considerable changes in the molecular arrangement occurred.  The short-angle spacings 

indicate a decrease of the lamellar spacing from ~53 Å to 44 Å for nitriles (Figure 3-8 A) 

and ketones (Figure 3-8 E) and ~39 Å for aldehydes (Figure 3-8 C).  These changes are 

also reflected in the hlk higher order reflections.  This reduction in the lamellar spacing is 

near the minimum of the bimolecular length for 12HSA (~46 Å) in nitriles and ketones 

and is significantly shorter for the aldehydes suggesting that there is an interdigitation of 

12HSA in the multi-lamellar structures. With the change in the short-angle spacing, a 

polymorphic transition is also observed in the sub cell spacing. The hexagonal sub cell 

spacing observed in the fibrillar aggregates (~4.1 Å) gives way to a triclinic parallel sub 

cell (strong peak at 4.6 Å, and two weak peaks at 3.9 Å and 3.8 Å) in nitriles, aldehydes 

and ketones (Figure 3-8 A, C, D).  In the aldehydes, only the 4.6 and 3.8 Å peak is visible 

but the presence of the peak at 3.8 Å indicates that it is unlikely to be in the hexagonal 

polymorphic form.  
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Figure 3-8: Vertically offset wide-angle (A,C,E) and short-angle sub cell spacings 
(B,D,F) for 2 wt% 12HSA in polar solvents. The diffractrograms from bottom to the 
top are (A,B) butylnitrile, hexanenitrile, heptylnitrile and nonanenitrile; (C,D) 
butylaldehyde and dodecylaldehyde;(E,F) heptone, nonanone and undecone. 
 

Although the wide and short-angle spacings are similar for nitriles, aldehydes and 

ketones there are differences in relation to the non-covalent interactions between the 

12HSA molecules (Figure 3-9).  FT-IR shows that 12HSA in nitriles forms carboxylic 

acid dimmers (1690 cm-1) (Figure 3-9 A).  A broad peak is observed at 3600 cm-1 (Figure 

3-9 B) indicating that hydroxyl groups, at position 12, form hydrogen bonds.  Unlike the 

nitriles, the carboxylic acid groups in aldehydes (Figure 3-9 C) and ketones (Figure 3-9 E) 

do not form cyclic dimers (~1720 cm-1).  This in part would explain the reason why 

12HSA molecule gels in aldehydes and ketones melt at temperatures much less than the 

other three sets of selected solvents.  As well, the broad peak between 3200 and 3600 cm-
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1 has the diffuse pattern suggesting that at least some of the hydroxyl groups are involved 

in hydrogen bonds. However, a new small peak is superimposed on the broad peak 

indicating there is substantial free hydroxyl groups in the molecular gels with aldehydes 

and ketones used as solvents.  For the first time, two polymorphic forms (i.e., a hexagonal 

and triclinic parallel) are present in molecular gels (Figure 3-10), which result in changes 

at the microscopic and macroscopic levels of structure. 

 

Figure 3-9: Vertically offset FT-IR spectra focusing on the carboxylic acid region (A) 
and hydroxyl region (B), using the air as the background. The diffractrograms from 
bottom to the top are (A,B) butylnitrile, hexanenitrile, heptylnitrile and 
nonanenitrile; (C,D) butylaldehyde and dodecylaldehyde;(E,F) heptone, nonanone 
and undecone. 
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Figure 3-10: Schematic diagram of two polymorphic forms (hexagonal and triclinic 
parallel) of 12HSA in various solvents capable of forming molecular gels.  The box 
represents the side view of the sub cell that is pictured next to the molecular 
structures. 
 

3.5 Conclusion 

12HSA is one of the most studied molecular gelators, in part due to its molecular 

simplicity, inexpensive cost and versatility in gelling numerous solvents.  With so many 

studies on 12HSA in molecular gels it is amazing that no studies on polymorphism have 

been reported.  In alkanes and thiols, a hexagonal sub cell spacing (~4.1 Å) and a multi-

lamellar crystal morphology with a distance between lamella greater than the bi-

molecular length of 12HSA.  This polymorphic form corresponded to molecular gels with 

CGC less than 1 wt% and a supramolecular self assembled fibrillar network. 12HSA 

molecular gels in nitriles, aldehydes and ketones have a triclinic parallel sub cell (~ 4.6, 

3.9, and 3.8 Å) and interdigitation in the lamellar.  This polymorphic form is far less 

effective at immobilizing solvents with CGC greater than 1.5 wt% and a sphereultic 

supramolecular crystalline network. 
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4.1 Abstract 

It has been well established that self-assembled fibrillar networks require a 

meticulous balance between opposing molecular forces that control solubility and those 

intermolecular forces that direct epitaxial growth into axially symmetric elongated 

aggregates. The chemistry of the continuous phase (i.e., solvent) influences every level of 

structure in molecular gels. Solvent parameters induce low molecular weight gelators 

(LMOGs) to crystallize into different polymorphic forms, as well cause changes in the 

lamellar arrangement and domain size. These nanoscale alterations cause measureable 

differences in the microstructure, which induce physical macroscopic changes including 

the critical gelator concentration, melting temperature, melting enthalpy and opacity of 

the gel. Specifically, some solvents cause 12-hydroxystearic acid (12HSA) to self-

assemble into triclinic parallel polymorphic forms where the lamellar spacing indicates 

that 12HSA forms an interdigitated network (lamellar spacing, 46 Å). The resulting 

molecular gels are opaque due to the presence of spherulitic crystals and have elevated 

critical gelator concentrations (i.e., greater than 1.5 wt%). Conversely, other solvents 

result in the formation hexagonal polymorphs and an extended bi-molecular length 

greater than 46 Å observed in the lamellar spacing. In these solvents, 12HSA forms 

translucent molecular gels, at concentrations less than 1.5 wt%, comprised of axially 

symmetric elongated crystals. 
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4.2 Introduction 

Molecular organogels are thermally reversible, quasi-solid materials comprised of 

an organic liquid (usually ≥ 95 %) and a gelator molecule that self-assembles via physical 

interactions, including hydrogen-bonding,[1-4] π-π stacking,[5] dipole-dipole,[6, 7] and 

London dispersion forces,[8] into a 3-dimensional network.[9-11] Although the physical 

interactions between gelator molecules are central in understanding gelation, the solvent-

gelator specific (i.e., H-bonding) and nonspecific (dipole-dipole, dipole-induced and 

instantaneous dipole induced forces) intermolecular interactions are equally 

important.[12, 13] The process of self-assembly, in molecular gels, is an intricate process 

that must balance the solubility and those intermolecular forces that control epitaxial 

growth into axially symmetric elongated aggregates.[10, 13-16] During assembly, 

individual molecules are driven to assemble by molecular self-recognition and 

intermolecular non-covalent interactions into oligomers and subsequently, these 

oligomers assemble into fibrillar aggregates immobilizing the solvent via capillary 

forces.[17, 18]  

12HSA, a structurally simple, highly effective LMOG has been studied 

extensively.[2, 3 ,15, 19-32] Critical interactions between the solvent and 12HSA govern 

the physical behavior and gelation process.[12] Self-assembly begins, in LMOGs, after a 

critical concentration is achieved, below which the gelator is soluble existing primarily as 

monomers in solution.[12] After sufficient addition of gelator molecules, the critical 

concentration is reached and gelation begins, leading to a decrease in the concentration of 

gelator in the solution phase.[12] Further addition of gelator molecules cause the solvent 

to be immobilized but that does not alter the soluble concentration of gelator 
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molecules.[12] Since gelator solubility is dependent on the nature of the solvent, most 

studies stop at correlating critical gelator concentration (CGC) to solubility 

parameters.[12, 13] 

Reports by Gao et al.,[13] and Yan et al.,[33] have both shown that the CGC 

increases as the polar and hydrogen-bonding Hansen solubility parameters (HSP) 

increase irrespective of the gelator chemistry. A recent report went beyond the CGC 

effects and found solvents modify interactions between pyrenyl group interactions in 

pyrenyl-linker-glucono gelators.[33] In this current work, we use 12-hydroxystearic acid 

to study the nanostructure and microstructure of the gels in different solvents with CGC’s 

varying between 0.2 to 2.5 wt%. 

4.3 Method 

Solvent selection criteria were maintained as simply as possible with the aliphatic 

chain being linear, saturated, the functional group located in the primary position and the 

solvent must be in a liquid state between 10 and 30 oC. The only exceptions to these 

selection criteria were the ethers and ketones where the functional group was located in 

the exact middle of the molecule. Apolar solvents included the aliphatics, polar solvents 

were subdivided into four categories: aldehydes, ketones, ethers and nitriles; as well, the 

solvents capable of hydrogen bonding were divided into two groups; thiols and amines 

(Table 1). All solvents and D-12-hydroxystearic acid (12HSA) were obtained from 

Sigma-Aldrich (Cherry Hill, NJ, USA) with purity greater than 0.95%. 

4.3.1 Sample Preparation and Gel Test 

12HSA was dispersed in 2 ml of solvent in 4 ml glass vials capped with PTFE 

lined lids (VWR, Randor, PA). 12HSA was studied in numerous solvents (Table 1) and 
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the concentration was studied at 0.1% increments from 0.1 wt% to 3 wt%. After 12HSA 

was dispersed in each solvent and was capped, the vials were placed in a hot water bath 

set at 95 oC for 20 min. After the sol appeared clear, it was removed and stored for 24 

hours at 20 oC in the chemical fume hood. To determine if the material was a gel, the vial 

was inverted for 1 hour and if the material did not flow it was considered gelled. This 

method had to be employed due to the extremely high volatility of several of the solvents 

employed. 

4.3.2 Free Induction Decay-NMR Measurements 

Samples of 2 wt% 12HSA in various solvents were subjected to T2 relaxation 

measurements on a Bruker mq20 Series NMR Analyzer (Bruker, Milton, Ontario, 

Canada). A Hahn-echo pulse sequence was used to measure the Free Induction Decay 

(FID). The operational pulse length was obtained using the calibration procedures 

recommended by the manufacturer. The 90o pulse was 2.6 μs and the 180o pulse was 5.1 

μs. This allowed determination of the gain (64) and recycle delay (5 s). Tau was selected 

to be as short as possible (0.5 ms) to minimize chemical exchange and diffusion effects 

on the decay curves. 

4.3.3 Differential Scanning Calorimetry 

10 to 12 mg samples of 2 wt% 12HSA in various organic solvents were 

transferred into Alod-Al hermetic DSC pans. The DSC chamber (Q2000, TA instruments, 

New Castle, DE) was pre-cooled to 20 oC before the sample was placed into the chamber 

which was continually flushed with nitrogen (0.5 ml min-1). The samples were heated to 

90 oC and cooled to 20 oC at 2 oC min-1 to determine the peak crystallization and melting 
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temperatures. The enthalpy of melt was determined by integrating the endothermic 

transition using the software’s tangent skimming method. 

4.3.4 Microscopy 

The supramolecular structure of 2 wt% 12HSA in various solvents was imaged 

using a Linkham Imagining station (Linkham, Surrey, England) equipped with a Q 

imagining 2560 × 1920 pixel CCD camera (Micropublisher, Surrey, Canada) and a 10X 

Olympus lens (0.25 N.A.) (Olympus, Tokyo, Japan). Samples were placed on a glass 

slide and a cover slip was placed on top of the sample. The slide was transferred into a 

Peltier temperature control stage (LTS120, Linkham, Surrey, England) using a water 

reservoir as the heat sink. The samples were heated to 80 oC and cooled at 2 oC min-1 to 

20 oC to observe fiber formation using non-polarized light. Light micrographs were 

calibration with a 100 μm micrometer. 

4.3.5 Fourier Transform Infrared Spectroscopy 

A small portion of 2 wt% has gel was removed directly from the glass vial after 

24 hours of storage and was placed directly on the Attenuated total refraction (ATR) 

prism in a Thermo Nicolet FT-IR (Thermo Fisher Scientific, MA, USA). 256 scans were 

collected at a resolution of 4 cm-1 using an empty cell as the background for the FT-IR 

measurements. The carbonyl (~1700 cm-1) and hydroxyl (~3200 cm-1) signals were 

measured. 

4.3.6 X-ray Diffraction 

 2 wt% 12HSA gels were loaded into 0.5 mm silica capillaries and were flame 

sealed. The capillaries, containing sample, were placed into an Enraf-Nonius FR571 

rotating anode X-ray generator equipped with Rigaku Osmic mirror optic system (~0.06 
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deg 2q nominal dispersion for Cu Ka; λ = 1.5418 Å) and a Bruker HiStar area detector 

operating at 40 kV and 40 mA. The X-ray diffraction (XRD) or wide-angle X-ray 

scattering (WAXS) patterns of 12HSA gels were collected at room temperature over a 

period of 300 s. The sample to detector distance was 10.0 cm and the standard spatial 

calibration was performed at that distance. Scans were 4 degrees wide in omega (w) with 

fixed detector, or Bragg angle (2q) of 0 deg, and fixed platform (f and c) angles of 0 and 

45 deg, respectively. In all cases, the count rate for the area detector did not exceed 100 

000 cps. 

4.4 Discussion 
 

The CGC of 12HSA varies between 0.2 wt% and 2.5 wt% depending on the 

solvent used as the continuous phase (Table 1).[13] The CGC, using the selected solvents, 

had to be determined using the tube inversion method due to the extreme solvent 

volatility. However, this technique and similar techniques (‘‘falling ball’’ method) have 

been employed previously to determine the CGC of molecular gels.[13,26,33,34] It is not 

surprising that modifying the chemistry of the solvent modifies the CGC, as it has 

previously been reported that solvent parameters influence the supramolecular structure 

of LMOGs. The presence or absence of solvent gelator interaction may induce changes in 

the fiber thickness, the number of junction zones between fibers and the sense of helical 

twist within the fiber.[12,18] These changes have been shown to not only modify the 

CGC of 12HSA molecular gels but they also alter the opacity.[13] Apart from observing 

the CGC and the gel opacity few structure-function mechanisms between solvent 

structure and gelator have been studied.[33] 
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Table 1: Critical gelator concentration determined using the inverted vial technique 
for the studied solvents and the acronym use to identify the points on individual 
figures. 

Solvent Acronym 
CGC 
(wt%) 

Hexane 6-ane 0.4 
Heptane 7-ane 0.3 
Octane 8-ane 0.3 
Nonane 9-ane 0.25 
Decane 10-ane 0.2 
Dodecane 12-ane 0.2 
Octanal 8-al 2.5 
Nonanal 9-al 2.5 
Decanal 10-al 1.6 
4-Heptone 7-one 2.4 
5-Nonanone 9-one 2.1 
6-Undecanone 11-one 1.6 
Dipropyl ether 7-eth 2.2 
Dibutyl ether 9-eth 1.5 
Dipentyl ether 11-eth 1.4 
Ethanenitrile 2-nit 2.3 
Propanenitrile 3-nit 2.3 
Butanenitrile 4-nit 2.1 
Octanenitrile 6-nit 1.5 
Nonanenitrile 9-nit 0.9 
1-Pentanethiol 5-thi 0.5 
1-Hexanethiol 6-thi 0.45 
1-Heptanethiol 7-thi 0.45 
1-Octanethiol 8-thi 0.4 
1-Decanethiol 10-thi 0.3 

 
In the case of 12HSA, the molecular gel is comprise of self-assembled fibrillar 

networks (SAFiN) driven to assemble by enthalpic forces forming a network of 

crystalline fibers.[10] The crystalline nature of the fibers has resulted in numerous 

research groups developing and applying crystallographic mismatch theory to molecular 

gels.[2,24,35–37] Structural features that effect crystal perfection include: 

crystallographic mismatches, solvent inclusions, different polymorphic forms and high 

crystal surface area to volume ratios. The “degree of crystallinity” can be probed using 
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the T2 relaxation and amplitude obtained using a free induction decay (FID) pulse 

sequence coupled with pulsed nuclear magnetic resonance (pNMR) (Figure 4-1 A and 4-

1 B) or using the onset of the melting (Figure 4-2 B and 4-2 C) and enthalpy of the 

transition (Figure 4-2 D and 4-2 E) determined using DSC. 

 

Figure 4-1: Pulse NMR proton free induction decay relaxation times (A), decay 
amplitudes (B) for 2 wt% 12-hydroxystearic acid molecular gels in various organic 
solvents. 
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Figure 4-2: DSC thermograms of the exothermic crystallization (A) and 
endothermic melting transition (B) of 12HSA molecule gels. Crystallization and 
melting temperatures (C) and melting enthalpies obtained by integration of the 
thermograms (D) and the Hildebrand solubility equation (E) for 12HSA molecular 
gels in several organic solvents. 
 
 

T2 relaxations, below 70 μs, are proportional to the perfection of the crystalline 

phase.[30,31] A high degree of ‘crystallinity’ is correlated to shorter T2 free induction 

times[38] and relates to numerous structural features of crystals suspended in solvents. 

For 12HSA, a positive linear correlation was found between the T2 relaxation time and 

the CGC (Figure 4-1 A). Although this suggests that as the CGC increases there is a 

decrease in the crystal perfection; the nature of the crystal imperfections cannot be 
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elucidated using this technique. For example, the decrease in crystal perfection may be 

related to several structural changes such as: different polymorphic forms, the number of 

solvent inclusions, the amount of interfacial area between the 12HSA and solvent, or any 

combination thereof. 

The T2 decay amplitude, obtained from the FID provides additional useful 

information regarding the crystalline nature of the SAFiNs (Figure 4-1 B). A negative 

correlation between the T2 amplitude CGC is observed (Figure 4-1 B). This suggests that 

as the CGC increases, the solubility of the gelator also increases resulting in less 

crystalline mass. As the solvent conditions change (i.e., increasing polar and hydrogen 

bonding Hansen solubility parameters), the CGC increase to a point, after which 12HSA 

becomes soluble in the solvent and corresponds to a T2 FID decay amplitude at or near 

zero. 

The onset of the melting temperature (Figure 4-2 B and 4-2 C) is also related to 

the degree of crystalline order. In polymer systems, a decrease in Tm is observed upon 

the addition of a solvent, which acts as a plasticizer.[39] A decrease in the melting 

temperature is associated with an increase in the surface area associated with the 

crystalline phase of the molecular gel; therefore, changes in the melting temperature may 

be explained using Gibbs free-energy curves.[23] For 12HSA, the CGC was negatively 

correlated with the crystallization and melting temperature (Figure 4-2 C). This signifies 

that an increase in the CGC corresponds to a decrease in the crystal size and/or more 

imperfect crystals are present.[39] Comparing the onset of melt (Figure 4-2 A and 4-2 C) 

and the relaxation time (Figure 4-1 A) both indicate a decrease in the ‘crystallinity’ with 

increasing CGC. The enthalpy of the transition may be attained by integrating the DSC 
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thermograms (Figure 4-2 D) as well as by using the Hidebrand solubility parameter 

(Figure 4-2 E), which is derived from Van’t Hoff equation using the onset temperature of 

melting:[40] 

log10 𝑥𝑥 =
∆𝐻𝐻
𝑅𝑅

 (
1
𝑇𝑇m

−  
 1 
 𝑇𝑇  

) 

            where x represents the mol fraction of the higher melting component, ΔH is the 

enthalpy of melt for the higher melting component, R is the universal gas constant, and 

Tm and T are the melting temperatures of the higher melting fraction and the gel, 

respectively. The enthalpy of melt, determined by integrating the DSC thermograms, 

increased as a CGC increases and then drastically decreases once the CGC reached ~1.0 

wt% (Figure 4-2 D). The increase in the enthalpy, below 1 wt%, contradicts observations 

made using pNMR, which suggest that the amount of crystalline materials decreases as 

CGC increases (Figure 4-1B). This contradiction, along with previous observations that 

the gels undergo a transition from a translucent to an opaque gel at CGCs at ~1 wt%,[13] 

were used to formulate the hypothesis that the molecular arrangement of 12HSA differs 

in dissimilar solvents giving rise to different intermolecular non-covalent interactions 

causing a drastic modification in the macroscopic properties of the gel. Hence, the 

amount of energy released during the phase transition is a function of both the amount of 

crystalline mass and also the nature of the non-covalent interactions between 12HSA 

molecules. 

In order to more accurately probe the solubility issues of the 12HSA gels the 

enthalpy was calculated using the Hildebrand solubility equation. Using this method, the 

enthalpy is determined based on the chemical equilibrium at a specific temperature. This 

suggests that the enthalpy will be solely a measure of the amount of crystalline 12HSA 
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molecules. The enthalpy of melt, determined using the Hildebrand solubility equation 

was negatively correlated with the CGC (Figure 4-2 E) corresponding to the observations 

made using the T2 relaxation amplitude (Figure 4-1 B). 

The difference between 12HSA gels in different solvents measured using pNMR 

and DSC, along with previous observations in the visual opacity compelled the 

examination of microstructure and nanostructure. To probe the microstructure of 12HSA 

gels brightfield microscopy was employed (Figure 4-3). CGC, less than 1 wt%, 

assembled into axially symmetric elongated aggregates radiating from central nuclei. 

These fibers are only a few microns in width but may exceed 100 μm in length (Figure 4-

3, top row). The lack of junction zones and narrow fiber width cause them to appear 

transparent because the structural units an incapable of diffracting light. At low CGCs 

thin fibers are observed; however, as the CGC increases there is a transition to dense 

clusters of fibers and eventually to spherulitic structures. The transition from fibril 

aggregates to spherulitic crystals, in molecular gels, arises due to crystallographic 

mismatches.[35,36] These crystal imperfections which lead to the generation of 

spherulitic crystals coincides with the reduced ‘crystallinity’ observed using pNMR and 

DSC which confirms in part that the molecular arrangement of 12HSA differs in 

dissimilar solvents giving rise to different intermolecular non-covalent interactions.  
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Figure 4-3: Light micrographs of 2 wt% 12-hydroxystearic acid organogels in 
different organic solvents. Critical gelator concentration of 12-HSA in each solvent 
is displayed in upper left corner. Width of micrograph is 120 μm. 
 

The changes in the supramolecular structure provide some clarification to the 

decrease in the crystalline order measured using the relaxation time and amplitude 

(Figure 4-1 A), and the enthalpy of melt and onset of melt (Figure 4-2). However, as the 

CGC increases, the major changes to the supramolecular 12HSA network structure must 

be driven either due to a cocrystallization of the gelator and solvent or different molecular 

packings within the crystal occur. The non-covalent interactions between 12HSA 

molecules (Figure 4-4) and the molecular arrangements (Figure 4-5) were studied using 

FT-IR and XRD. 
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Figure 4-4: Vertically offset FT-IR spectra focusing on the carboxylic acid region of 
12HSA molecular gels in various solvents using the air as the background. (Inset: 
FT-IR carboxylic acid peak position of 2.5 wt% 12HSA molecular gels in various 
solvents as a function of CGC.) 
 

Using FT-IR, 12HSA has been shown to form carboxylic acid dimers and the 

longitudinal growth is driven by interactions between the 12 hydroxyl groups between 

adjacent molecules.[1,41] Cyclic dimers have a peak position at 1690 cm-1 while free 

monomers appear at 1720 cm-1 (Figure 4-4). When the critical concentration is less than 

1.5 wt%, 12HSA is able to form dimers and above 1.5 wt%, depending on the solvent; 

12HSA can either exist as monomers or dimers (Figure 4-4, insert). The existence of 
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12HSA monomers corresponds to a lower enthalpy of melt and crystallization due impart 

to fewer physical bonds in the network structure (Figure 4-2). 

 Structural changes were also probed using XRD (Figure 4-5). In general, the 001 

and higher order 003 peaks could be resolved (Figure 4-5A). However, no obvious 

changes were observed with the exception of the aldehydes, which had a very broad 001 

peak. The wide-angle spacings showed much more deviation between samples (Figure 4-

5 B). Some solvents exhibited a hexagonal sub cell spacing (~4.3 Å) while others showed 

a triclinic parallel sub cell (strong peak at 4.6 Å, and two weak peaks at 3.9 Å and 3.8 Å) 

(Figure 4-5 B) which has been previously shown.[42] The d spacing of the 001 wide-

angle spacing was plotted as a function of CGC and an inverse correlation was observed 

(Figure 4-5 C). At low CGCs the d-spacing was slightly longer than the bimolecular 

length of 12HSA, while at CGCs greater than ~1.5 wt% the d-spacing was shorter than 

the bimolecular length of 12HSA. This supports the observation that when cyclic dimers 

form, the d-spacing must exceed the extended bimolecular length. However, if 12HSA 

does not effectively form a dimer then the d-spacing may be less than the bimolecular 

length suggesting interdigitation of 12HSA in the crystals. Along with the change to the 

carboxylic head group and the bimolecular length, a polymorphic transition was also 

observed. Low CGCs correspond to hexagonal sub cell spacing and above 1.5 wt% the 

triclinic parallel sub cell spacing is observed (Figure 4-5 D). 
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Figure 4-5: Vertically offset wide-angle (A) and short-angle (B) diffractrograms for 
12HSA in various solvents. The long (C) and short spacings (D) obtained from XRD 
and the domain size (E) calculated using the Williamson Hull equation for 12HSA 
molecular gels as a function of CGC. 
 

The full width half max for each peak was obtained and using a Williamson Hull 

equation the domain size was obtained. The Williamson Hull equation is: [43] 

FW(𝑆𝑆)𝑥𝑥cos(𝜃𝜃) =
𝐾𝐾𝜆𝜆
size

+  (4(strain) sin(𝜃𝜃)) 
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where FW is the full-width half-max, 𝜃𝜃 is the diffraction angle, K is the Scherrer constant, 

λ is the x ray wavelength. The Williamson Hull plots FW(S)xcos(θ) versus sin(θ). Since 

few diffraction peaks were observed we had to assume that there was no strain and hence 

the slope was set equal to zero. From the y-intercept, the domain size was calculated and 

plotted against the CGC (Figure 4-5 E). The domain size follows a parabolic shape when 

plotted against the CGC. The vertex of the parabola corresponds to a transition from the 

hexagonal sub cell to the triclinic parallel sub cell. As the CGC increases from 0.2 to 1.5 

wt% (corresponding with an increase in the δp and δh) the solvent properties causes an 

increase in the domain size. At CGCs greater than 1.5 wt%, the domain size decreases as 

the CGC increases. 

What is astonishing about this study is solvent not only effects final physical 

properties and macroscopic appearance of the gel but also the microscopic structure and 

nanostructure (Figure 4-6). In molecular gels, the solvent structure is as important as the 

gelator structure when trying to understand how and why certain compounds are capable 

of self-assembling into axially symmetric elongated aggregates capable of entraining 

hundreds if not thousands of solvent molecules per gelator molecule. 
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Figure 4-6: Different levels of structure examined in this structure which are 
effected by the solvent properties and CGC. 
 
4.5 Conclusions 

Modifying the solvent in molecular gels effects the CGC, physical properties of 

the gels and the opacity. The CGC changes because of changes in the gelator solubility, 

altered polymorphic crystal forms, and microscopic changes in the network structure. For 

12HSA, solvents that require concentrations greater than 1.5 wt% to form molecular gels 

have spherulitic crystals, a triclinic parallel polymorphic form and the 12HSA molecules 

are interdigitated. Conversely, translucence gels at concentrations less than 1.5 wt% 

result from the formation of a fibrillar crystal network, with a hexagonal polymorph and 

the d spacing is greater than the bimolecular length. 
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5.0 Conclusion 

Solvents that have different functional group and aliphatic chain lengths affect the 

CGC, physical properties of the gels and the opacity. The CGC changes in part due to 

changes in the gelator solubility in the solvent but also due to altered polymorphic crystal 

forms and microscopic changes in the network structure. For 12HSA, solvents (i.e., 

nitriles, aldehydes, and ketones) that require concentrations greater than 1.5 wt% to form 

molecular gels have spherulitic crystals, a triclinic parallel polymorphic form (~ 4.6, 3.9, 

and 3.8 Å) and the 12HSA molecules are interdigitated in the lamellar form. Conversely, 

translucence gels at concentrations less than 1.5 wt% (i.e., alkanes and thiols) result from 

the formation of a fibrillar crystal network, with a hexagonal polymorph (~4.1 Å) and the 

distance between lamella are greater than the bi-molecular length of 12HSA.  This is the 

first report of modifying the polymorphic forms by varying the solvents utilized, which 

provides another degree of tailor ability for molecular gels.  This knowledge will allow 

new and improved functionalities which can be manipulated by the chemist to control the 

physical properties of the gel. 
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6.0 Appendices 

Appendix 1 

 
A) DSC thermograms of the exothermic crystallization of 12HSA molecule gels. 

 The diffractrograms from bottom to the top are hexane, heptane, octane, nonane, decane, 

dodecane, tetradecane. 

B)  DSC thermograms of the endothermic melting transition of 12HSA molecule gels.  

The diffractrograms from bottom to the top are hexane, heptane, octane, nonane, decane, 

dodecane, tetradecane. 
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Appendix 2 

 
C) DSC thermograms of the exothermic crystallization of 12HSA molecule gels.The 

diffractrograms from bottom to the top are butylnitrile, hexanenitrile, heptylnitrile. 

D) DSC thermograms of the endothermic melting transition of 12HSA molecule gels.  

The diffractrograms from bottom to the top are butylnitrile, hexanenitrile, heptylnitrile.  

E) DSC thermograms of the exothermic crystallization of 12HSA molecule gels. The 

diffractrogram is dodecylaldehyde 

F) DSC thermograms of the endothermic melting transition of 12HSA molecule gels.  

The diffractrogram is dodecylaldehyde 
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G) DSC thermograms of the exothermic crystallization of 12HSA molecule gels.The 

diffractrograms from bottom to the top are 5-nonanone, 6-undecanone 

H) DSC thermograms of the endothermic melting transition of 12HSA moleculegels.  

The diffractrogram from bottom to the top are 5-nonanone, 6-undecanone. 
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Appendix 3 

 

 

I) DSC thermograms of the exothermic crystallization of 12HSA molecule gels. 

The diffractrograms from bottom to the top are 1-hexanethiol, 1-heptanethiol, 1- 

octanethiol, 1-decanethiol. 

J) DSC thermograms of the endothermic melting transition of 12HSA molecule gels. 

The diffractrogram from bottom to the top are 1-hexanethiol, 1-heptanethiol, 1-

octanethiol, 1-decanethiol. 
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Appendix 4 

HSPs, CGC and opacity of organogel in different organic solvent 

Organic Solvent εr δT δd δp δh Rij CGC State 
  Unitless MPa1/2 MPa1/2 MPa1/2 MPa1/2 MPa1/2 WT%   
Pentane 1.82 14.90 14.90 0.00 0.00 9.11 0.5 Clear  
Hexane 1.89 14.90 15.30 0.00 0.00 9.11 0.4 Clear  
Heptane 1.91 15.30 15.50 0.00 0.00 8.66 0.3 Clear  
Octane 1.95 15.50 15.70 0.00 0.00 8.45 0.3 Clear  
Nonane 1.99 15.70 15.70 0.00 0.00 8.26 0.25 Clear  
Decane 2.00 15.70 16.00 0.00 0.00 8.26 0.2 Clear  
Dodecane 2.04 16.00 16.20 0.00 0.00 8.01 0.2 Clear 
Tetradecane 2.06 16.20 16.40 0.00 1.80 7.86 0.5 Clear 
Cyclopentane 1.96 16.50 16.80 0.00 0.20 6.21 0.5 Clear 
Cyclohexane 2.01 16.80 17.50 0.00 0.00 7.34 0.4 Clear 
Cyclooctane 2.11 17.50 17.70 0.00 0.00 7.35 0.4 Clear 
Dichloromethane 8.51 20.23 17.80 3.10 5.70 3.69 2.5 Clear 
Chloroform 4.81 18.94 18.20 6.30 6.20 1.17 N/A No Gel 
CCl4 2.24 19.64 17.80 8.30 0.60 8.23 0.4 Clear 
Octanal 8.60 17.75 16.10 5.80 4.70 4.67 2.8 Opaque 
Nonanal 7.60 17.62 16.20 5.28 4.50 4.33 2.5 Opaque 
Decanal 6.80 17.53 16.30 4.80 4.30 4.06 1.6 Opaque 
2-Propone 17.00 19.94 15.50 10.40 7.00 2.65 N/A No Gel 
3-Pentone 11.20 18.15 15.80 7.60 4.70 2.17 N/A No Gel 
4-Heptone 10.60 17.50 15.80 5.70 4.90 2.21 N/A No Gel 
5-Nonanone 8.30 17.25 16.00 4.70 4.40 2.10 2.1 Clear 
6-Undecanone 8.00 17.21 16.10 4.40 4.20 2.05 1.6 Clear 
Diethyl ether 4.33 15.64 14.50 2.90 5.10 6.40 N/A No Gel 
Dipropyl ether 3.34 16.10 15.10 4.20 3.70 6.00 2.2 Clear 
Dibutyl ether 3.22 16.13 15.20 3.40 4.20 5.45 1.5 Clear 
Dipentyl ether 3.10 16.00 15.30 3.30 4.40 5.30 1.4 Clear 
Ethanenitrile 37.50 24.40 15.30 18.00 6.10 15.83 2.3 Opaque 
Propanenitrile 27.20 21.65 15.30 14.30 5.50 12.39 2.3 Opaque 
Butanenitrile 20.30 20.40 15.30 12.50 5.10 10.80 2.1 Clear 
Hexanenitrile 17.26 18.56 15.30 9.50 4.50 8.38 1.9 Clear 
Octanenitrile 14.70 17.56 15.30 7.60 4.10 7.11 1.5 Clear 
Nonanenitrile 14.00 17.00 15.30 6.60 3.80 6.62 0.9 Clear 
1-Butanol 17.92 23.20 16.00 5.70 15.80 3.97 N/A No Gel 
1-Pentanol 14.50 21.93 15.90 5.90 13.90 3.73 N/A No Gel 
1-Hexanol 13.02 21.04 15.90 5.80 12.50 3.54 N/A No Gel 
1-Heptanol 11.48 20.52 16.00 5.30 11.70 3.42 N/A No Gel 
1-Octanol 9.75 21.01 17.00 3.30 11.90 3.45 N/A No Gel 
1-Nonanol 8.58 20.44 16.80 4.80 10.60 3.26 N/A No Gel 
1-Decanol 7.70 19.44 16.00 4.70 10.00 3.16 N/A No Gel 
1-Propanoic acid 3.20 19.95 14.70 5.30 12.40 8.43 N/A No Gel 
1-Butanoic acid 2.88 19.11 14.80 5.00 11.00 7.32 N/A No Gel 
1-Pentanoic acid 2.66 18.65 15.00 4.10 10.30 6.39 N/A No Gel 
1-Hexanoic acid 2.82 18.17 15.00 4.10 9.40 5.94 N/A No Gel 
1-Heptanoic acid 3.03 18.48 15.80 3.80 8.80 4.22 N/A No Gel 
1-Octanoic acid 2.82 17.50 15.10 3.30 8.20 5.20 N/A No Gel 
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1-Nonanoic acid 1.72 18.05 16.00 3.00 7.80 3.35 N/A No Gel 
1-Pentanethiol 4.67 17.45 16.30 4.60 4.20 2.05 0.5 Clear 
1-Hexanethiol 4.34 17.25 16.30 4.10 3.90 1.97 0.45 Clear 
1-Heptanethiol 4.11 17.17 16.35 3.70 3.70 1.92 0.45 Clear 
1-Octanethiol 3.95 17.09 16.40 3.30 3.50 1.87 0.4 Clear 
1-Decanethiol 3.84 17.02 16.45 2.90 3.30 1.80 0.3 Clear 
1-Butanamine 4.90 17.78 14.95 4.50 8.50 2.92 N/A No Gel 
1-Pentanamine 5.36 17.56 15.20 3.87 7.90 2.81 N/A No Gel 
1-Hexanamine 3.53 17.46 15.40 3.40 7.50 2.74 N/A No Gel 
1-Heptylamine 3.42 17.42 15.50 3.10 7.30 2.70 N/A No Gel 
1-Octanamine 3.30 17.37 15.60 2.80 7.10 2.66 N/A No Gel 
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